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Many RNA-binding proteins of the nucleus and cyto- 
plasm, including pre-mRNA-, mRNA-, snRNA-, and 
pre-rRNA-binding proteins, contain a putative RNA- 
binding domain of approximately 90 amino acids whose 
amino acid sequence is conserved from yeast to man. 
The most highly conserved motif within this RNA- 
binding domain is an octapeptide, termed the ribonu- 
cleoprotein consensus sequence {RNP-CSI, which is an 
identifying feature of this group of proteins. Frequently, 
these proteins contain several similar, but nonidentical, 
RNP-CS-type RNA-binding domains. All of these pro- 
teins also contain at least one auxiliary domain that is 
unique to each type of protein and most likely functions 
in protein-protein interactions. Many, if not all, of the 
RNP-CS-type proteins display binding preferences for 
specific RNA sequences, and several have been shown to 
interact with pre-mRNA sequences important for pre- 
mRNA processing. Recent work has shown that the pro- 
teins encoded by several developmental loci in Droso- 
phila and maize contain RNP-CS and, therefore, are 
most likely RNA-binding proteins. Here we provide an 
overview of the structural characteristics of these pro- 
teins and speculate on how the modular structure of 
RNP-CS-type RNA-binding proteins may facilitate their 
participation in pathways that regulate development at 
the post-transcriptional level. 

Identification of the RNP consensus sequence 

The RNP-CS {Adam et al. 1986~ Swanson et al. 1987) 
was identified initially in the yeast mRNA polylA)- 
binding protein IPABP} IAdam et al. 1986~ Sachs et al. 
19861 and in the mammalian heterogeneous nuclear ri- 
bonucleoprotein particle [hnRNP} protein A1 {Cobianchi 
et al. 1986~ Riva et al. 19861, and subsequently has been 
found in many other proteins {Lahiri and Thomas 1986~ 
Theissen et al. 1986~ Grange et al. 1987~ Haynes et al. 
1987~ Jong et al. 1987~ Lapeyre et al. 1987~ Sillikens et al. 
1987~ Amrein et al. 1988~ Bell et al. 1988~ Chambers et 
al. 1988~ Deutscher et al. 1988~ Gomez et al. 1988~ 
Preugschat and Wold 1988~ Robinow et al. 1988~ Gor- 
alski et al. 19891. This octapeptide consensus sequence, 
Lys/Arg-Gly-Phe/Tyr-Gly/Ala-Phe-Val-X-Phe/Tyr, is the 
most highly conserved segment in a generally conserved 
region consisting of about 90 amino acids present at 

least once in all of these proteins. This region, because of 
its general conservation as a unit and because of experi- 
mental findings discussed below, is considered to be an 
RNA-binding domain. In this review, we shall refer to 
the 90-amino-acid region as an RNP-CS-type RNA- 
binding domain and to the more highly conserved octa- 
peptide sequence as RNP-CS. 

Figure 1 lists the proteins in which the RNP-CS se- 
quence has been found thus far. All of the RNP-CS-type 
proteins are known RNA-binding proteins, except for 
the developmental control genes discussed below. The 
RNP-CS motif defines only one class of RNA-binding 
protein, because many well-characterized RNA-binding 
proteins exist {e.g., ribosomal proteins, viral nucleo- 
capsid proteins) that do not contain this motif. In addi- 
tion to the RNP-CS IRNP 1 in Fig. 1}, alignment of the 
relevant RNP-CS-containing segments of each of the 
proteins reveals that several other amino acids at spe- 
cific positions in the RNP-CS-type RNA-binding do- 
main also are conserved, for example, a 6-amino-acid 
segment, RNP 2 IDreyfuss et al. 1988}, located about 30 
amino acids amino-terminal to the RNP-CS. RNP 2 is 
less well conserved than the RNP-CS, yet the general 
character of its amino acids is preserved. Sequence simi- 
larities also have been reported between the eukaryotic 
RNP-CS and several prokaryotic ssDNA-binding pro- 
teins {including T4 gp32, M13 gp5, and E. coli ssb} and 
bacterial (r transcription factors (Helmann and Cham- 
berlin 1988j. 

What is the evidence that the RNP-CS-type RNA- 
binding domain is responsible for the RNA-binding 
properties displayed by each of these proteins? Charac- 
terization of UP1, the mammalian single-stranded 
DNA-binding protein {Herrick and Alberts 19761, has re- 
vealed that this 24-kD polypeptide is an amino-terminal 
fragment of the hnRNP protein A1 that results from pro- 
teolysis in vitro {Kumar et al. 1986~ Riva et al. 1986}. 
UP1, which is composed of two similar domains of ap- 
proximately 90 amino acids each, retains the ability to 
bind single-stranded DNA or RNA {Kumar et al. 1986~ 
Riva et al. 1986), and recent photo-cross-linking experi- 
ments have demonstrated that residues of the RNP-CS 
and RNP 2 within each of these two domains is directly 
in contact with RNA {Merrill et al. 19881. Furthermore, 
experiments using fragments of the human hnRNP C1 
protein that contain only the first 150 amino-terminal 
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Proton Domain RNA Binding Domain 

hnRNP RNP2 RNP 1 
AI rat I SPKEPEQLRK LFIC.GL .SFETTDESLRSHFEQ.WGTLTDCVVMRDPNTKRS. ~GFGFVTY 
A1 drosophila 1 SITEPEHMRK L F I G G L  .DYRTTDENLKAHFEK.WGNIVDVVVMKDPRTKRS. RGFGFITY 
A1 rat 2 RPGAHLTVKK IFV~I .KEDTEEHHLRDYFEQ.YGKIEVIEIMTDRGSGKK. ~GF~FVTF 

A1 drosophila 2 SPNAGATVKK LFV~AL .KDDHDEQSIRDYFQH.FGNIVDINIVIDKETGNK. ~GFAFV~F 

C1 human - KTDPRSMNSR VFIGML NTLVVKKSDVEAIFSK.YGKIV ....... GCSVH. ~G~FV~ 

Cl xenopus - KTDPRSMNSR VFIGNL NTLVVKKTDVEAIFSK.YGKIV ....... GCSVH. RG~AFV~F 

E(UP2)human - AMKTKEPVKK IFVGGL SPDTPEEK. IREYFGG.FGEVESIELPMDNKTNKR. ~CFITF 

ATVEEVDAAMNARPHK.VD~RVVEP~RAVS 

SHSSMIDEAQKSRPHK.IDGRVVEPKRAVP 

DDHDSVDKIVIQKYHT.VNGHNCEVRKALS 

DDYDPVDKVVLQKQHQ.LNGKMVDVKKALP 

VNERNARAAVAGEDGRMIAGQVLDINLAAE 

SNERTARTAVAGEDGRMIAGQVLDINIAkAE 

NQEEP 

~RNP 
UIA human - AVPETRPNHT IYINNL NEKIKKDE.LKKSLYAIFSQFGQILDILVSRSLKM. 

UIB" human - MDI..RPNHT IYIB%rM NDKIKKEE.LKRSLYALFSQFGHVVDIVALKTMKM. 

U1 70K human - PNAQGDAFKT LFVARV N.YDTTESKLRREFEV.YGPIKRIHMVYSKRSGKP. 

|GOAFVIF 
|GOATVIr  
|GYAF I |Y  

KEVSSATNALRSMQGFPFYDKPMRIQYAKT 

KELGSSTNALRQLQGFPFYGKPMRIQYAKT 

EHERDMHSAYKHADGKKXDGRRVLVDVERG 

pre-rRNP 
Nucleolin 

hamster 

SSBI yeast 

mRNP 
PABP yeast 

PABP human 

PABP yeast 

PABP human 

PABP yeast 

PABP human 

PABP yeast 

PABP human 

ABAI-ma i ze 

La human 

Ro human 

elav 

drosophlla 

sex-lethal 

dro soph i i a 
tra-2 dros. 

I EGSESTTPFN LFIGNL N.PNKSVAELKVAISEPFAKNDLA.VVDVRT. GTN. RXFGT~)F ESAEDLEKALELTGLK.VFGNEIKLEKPKG 

2 DSKKVRAART LLA~L .SFNITEDELKEVFEDAL.EIRLVSQD ..... GKS. ~ G I A T ~ F  KSEADAEKNLEEKQGAEIDGRSVSLYYTGE 

3 NSTWSGESKT LVLSNL .SYSATEETLQEVFEKATF.XKVPQNQQ . . . .  GKS. ~ F I ~ F  ASFEDAKEALNSCNKMEIEGRTIRLELQGP 

4 PNARSQPSKT LFVKGL .SEDTTEETLKESFEG...SVRARIVTDRET.GSS. KGFGFV~F NSEEDA~EAMEDGEIDGNKVTLDWAKP 

- HKTVIDPEDT IFIgdgV .AHECTEDDLKQLFVEEFGDEVSVEIPIKE//SAN. ~ F V T F  SGENVDIEAKAEEFKGKVFGDRELTVDVAV 

1 SQSVENSSAS LYV~DL .EPSVSEAHLYDIFSPI.GSVSSIRVCRDAITKTS. LGTAT~F 

I PSAPSYPMAS LYVGDL .HPDVTEAMLYEKFSPA.GPILSIRVCRDMITRRS. L~YAY~F 

2 PSLRKKGSGN IFI IQIL .HPDIDNKALYDTFSV.FGDILSSKIATDEN.GKS. LGFGFV~F 

2 PSLRKSGVGN I F I ~ L  .DKSIDNKALYDTFSA.FGNILSCKVVCDEN.G.S. XGYGFVRF 
3 LEETKAHYTN LYVKHI NS.ETTDEQFQELFAK.FGPIVSASLEKDAD.GKL. X G F G F ~ Y  
3 EAELGARAKE FTNVYI .KNFGEDMDDERLKDL.FGPALSVKVMTDES. GKS. ~ G F G F V | F  
4 EKMAKYQGVN LFVKNL .DDSVDDEKLEEEFAP.YGTITSAKVMRTEN.GKS. KGFGFVCF 
4 DRITRYQGVN L%'VKNL .DDGIDDERLRKEFSP.FGTITSAKVM.MEG.GRS. mGFGFVCF 

NDHEAGRKAIEQLNYTPIKGRLCRIMWSQR 

QQPADAERALDTMNFDVIKGKPVRIMWSQR 

EEEGAAKEAIDALNGMLLNGQEIYVAPHLS 

ETQGAAEP.AIEKMNGMLLNDRKVFVGRFKS 

EKHEDAVKAVEALNDSELNGEKLYVGRAQK 

ERHEDAQKAVDEMNGKELNGKQIYVGRAQK 

STPEEATKAITEKNQQIVAGKPLYVAIAQR 

SSPEEATKAVTEMNGRIVATKPLYVALAQR 

- MAAADVEYR CFV~L .AWATSNESLENAFAS.YGEILDSKVITDRETGRS. RGFGTVTF 

- EYKNDVKNRS VYIKGF PTDATLDD.IKE. WLEDKGQVLNIQMRRTLH. .KAF KG|Zr~F 

- EGRTTKQEPM LFALAI .CSQCSDISTKQA...AFKAVSEVCRIPT ....... HLVTFIQF 

i QTMTEDEIRS LFSSVG ..EIESVKLIRDKSQV. YIDPLNPQAP .... SKGQS. LQTGFV~T 

2 KGAN LYVSGL .PKTMTQQELEAIFAP.FGAIITSRILQNAGNDTQT XGVGFZRF 

3 LASGPGGAYP IFIYNL .APETEEAALWQLFGP.FGAVQSVKIVKDPTTN.QC ZGYGFV|H 

1 MNDPRASNTN LI%~gYL .PQDMTDRELYALFKA. IGPINTCRIM ...... RDY KTGYIFGY 

2 PGGESIKDTN LYVTNL .PRTITDDQLDTIFGK.YGSIVQKNILRDKLTGRP. IGVAFVRT 

- SREHPQASRC IGVFGL N. TNTSQHKVRELFNK. YGPIERIQMVIDAQTQRS. RaFCFXYr 

SSENSMLDAIENMNGKELDGRNITVNQAQS 

DSIESAKKFVETPGQKYLETDLLILFKDDY 

KKDLKESMKCGMW.GRALRKAIADWYNEKG 

..VRPQDAEQAV.N..VLNGLRLQNKTIKV 

DKREEATRAII ..... ALNGTTPSSCTDPI 

TNYDEAAMAIR ..... ALNGYTMGNRVLQV 

AFVDFTSEMDSQRAIKVLNGITVRNKRLKV 

NKREEAQEAISALNNVIPEGGSQPLSVRLA 

EKLSDARAAKDSCSGIEVDGRRIRVDFSIT 

RNP CONSENSUS LFVGNL Z L r ra z K z6rGrvxr A ~. 
xYzKc D ~ v ~ a Ya �9 z 

Figure 1. The 90-amino-acid RNA binding domains of RNP-CS-type proteins. The most highly conserved segments of these domains 
are denoted RNP 1 (RNP-CS) and RNP 2 and are in boldface type, as are other conserved amino acid residues located throughout the 
domain. Conserved positions listed under RNP consensus, which were detected by pair-wise comparisons using the UWGCG GAP 
program and further refined by visual inspection, were selected by having no more than two different amino acids in each position in 
at least 20 out of the 32 domains; only one amino acid appears under RNP consensus when it alone fulfills this criterion. Protein 
sequences were obtained from the following references: hnRNP A1 from rat (Cobianchi et al. 19861 and Drosophila (Haynes et al. 
1987); human (Swanson et al. 1987) and Xenopus (Preugschat and Wold 1988) hnRNP C; human hnRNP E (UP2) (Lahiri and Thomas 
1986); human snRNP A and B" (Sillikens et al. 1987); human snRNP U1 70K (Theissen et al. 1986); hamster pre-rRNP nucleolin 
(Lapeyre et al. 1987); yeast SSB1 (Jong et al. 1987); yeast (Adam et al. 1986; Sachs et al. 1986) and human (Grange et al. 1987) 
polyadenylate binding protein (PABP); maize abscisic acid-induced protein (ABAI-maize) (Gomez et al. 1988); human La (Chambers et 
al. 1988); human Ro (Deutscher et al. 1988); and Drosophila elav (Robinow et al. 1988), Sxl (Bell et al. 1988), and tra-2 (Amrein et al. 
1988). 

amino acids (including the RNA-binding domain), and 
studies using RNP-CS-containing peptide fragments of 
nucleolin,  indicate that this domain is sufficient to re- 
tain the specific RNA-binding properties of the native 
protein (C. Burd, E. Mortenson, and G. Dreyfuss, un- 
publ.; Bugler et al. 1987, respectively). Taken together, 
these data indicate that the RNP-CS and RNP 2 seg- 
ments  are integral components  of an RNA-binding do- 
main. The contribution of particular residues in the 
RNA-binding domain to RNA binding is not yet known.  
It is even possible that in some cases only part of the 
RNA-binding domain is required for binding (Sachs et al. 
1987). Nevertheless,  the RNP-CS is a strong indicator of 
RNA-binding function. 

Modular structure of RNP-CS-type proteins 

Several RNP-CS-type RNA-binding domains often occur 
in an individual protein (Fig. 1 ) and usually are located in 
the amino-terminal portion of the protein. Examination 
of these repeats in corresponding proteins from diver- 
gent organisms, especially with regard to evolutionary 
relationships, has implications for the possible activities 
of these proteins. Comparison of the RNA-binding do- 
mains wi th in  a single protein containing multiple RNA- 
binding domains typically shows only 30% amino acid 
identity. However, comparison of the corresponding do- 
main in the same protein from divergent species {e.g., 
al ignment of domain 1 of the PABPs from yeast and 
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man) demonstrates strong amino acid similarities, typi- 
cally greater than 60% identity {Dreyfuss et al. 19881. 
Even more striking, the corresponding domains of the 
yeast and human PABPs contain segments of 8-10 
amino acids that are completely identical (see pairwise 
comparison, Fig. 4 in Dreyfuss et al. 19881. These seg- 
ments are characteristic of the individual RNA-binding 
domain alone, and they are most likely indicative of 
fimctional specialization. In the A1 protein from 
mammals {ratl and DrosophiIa, domain 1 has an amino 
acid segment downstream of the RNP-CS in which 15 
out of 16 amino acids are identical {Fig. 1, underlined 
region b overall these corresponding domains share a 
65% identity {Dreyfuss et al. 19881. A schematic model 
depicting the modular assembly of RNP-CS-type pro- 
teins is presented in Figure 2. The patterns of evolu- 
tionary conservation among these domains suggest that 
they evolved by duplication and diversification of a 
common, ancestral RNA-binding protein gene bearing 
the prototypical RNP-CS. Subsequently, each RNA- 

binding domain, for example in the PABP or in the 
hnRNP protein A1, evolved independently. The diversi- 
fication of the RNA-binding domains is particularly evi- 
dent in isoforms of the A1 protein, where point muta- 
tions cause conservative amino acid substitutions in the 
first RNA-binding domain of this protein IBuvoli et al. 
1988). 

The remainder of a RNP-CS-type protein is character- 
ized typically by a distinctive auxiliary domain(s). For 
example, the auxiliary domain is glycine-rich in the 
hnRNP protein A1, proline-rich in the polyadenylate 
binding protein (PABP), and glutamic and aspartic acid- 
rich in the hnRNP C proteins. The abundant nucleolar 
pre-rRNA-binding protein, nucleolin, has a glycine-rich 
domain similar to that of the hnRNP proteins A1 and A2 
{Kumar et al. 1986) and an acidic domain similar to that 
of the hnRNP C proteins (Lapeyre et al. 1987). These 
auxiliary domains appear likely to function primarily in 
protein-protein interactions, since all of these proteins 
are components of multiprotein ribonucleoprotein com- 

ANCESTRAL RNA- 
BINDING DOMAIN 

AUXILIARY DOMAINS 

90-100 aa 

I N [ ]  I 
cs 

~ DUPLICA TION [ 

DOMAIN ASSEMBLY 1 

N"2-t K////[] H ~ ~ c o o .  

EXAMPLES OF 
RNP PROTEINS 

hnRNP 
A1 

NH2---(~ [~ E':,"~.":,".~P'( ~.-coo, snRNP 
U1 70K 

mRNP 
NHe--~ N D',,\\\'I--] ~"T'7"7"! ~ ~] .......... [ ]  ~ - -cooH PABP 

Figure 2. Schematic model of the evolution and modular assembly of RNP-CS-type RNA-binding proteins. It is postulated that a 
prototype RNP-CS protein gene, encoding the ancestral RNA-binding domain protein, was subject to duplication and divergence, 
thereby expanding the range of RNA-binding specificities of RNP-CS-type proteins. The individual character of the diverged RNA- 
binding domains is represented by slanted lines or by stippled areas, whereas the conserved RNP-CS {RNP 11 is shown by the black 
box and RNP 2 by a smaller slashed box. In addition, auxiliary domains, composed of a distinctive set of amino acids, contribute to the 
domain character of RNP-CS-type proteins. 
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plexes. However, the auxiliary domains may also influ- 
ence the RNA-binding activity of the protein. A compar- 
ison of the binding of A1 to single-stranded (ssJ DNA and 
RNA with that of UP1, the truncated and auxiliary do- 
main-less derivative of A1, suggests that the auxiliary 
domains may also modify the polynucleotide binding 
properties of RNP-CS-type RNA-binding domains 
{Kumar et al. 1986}. This combination of different RNA- 
binding domains with auxiliary domains imparts a mod- 
ular structure to RNP-CS-type proteins. 

RNA-binding specificity 

Several of the proteins listed in Figure 1 have binding 
specificity for certain RNA sequences. For example, the 
PABP binds preferentially to the poly(A} segments of 
mRNA. Recently, several of the hnRNP proteins, A1, C, 
and D have been shown to have RNA-binding speci- 
ficity. The amino acid sequence of the hnRNP D pro- 
teins has not been determined yet, but the hnRNP A1 
and C proteins, as well as the mRNP PABP, contain 
RNP-CS-type RNA-binding domains. Experimental ef- 
forts to purify individual hnRNP proteins led to the ob- 
servation that several of these proteins display very high 
binding affinities for specific ribonucleotide homopo- 
lymers {Swanson and Dreyfuss 1988a). For example, the 
hnRNP C proteins have a striking affinity for poly{U), 
since they remain bound to this homopolymer at high 
salt concentrations {2 M NaClJ. As reference, the yeast 
cytoplasmic PABP remains selectively bound to poly(A} 
in vitro only up to 1 M NaC1. 

The finding that hnRNP C proteins are poly{UJ- 
binding proteins led to the prediction that they would 
compete effectively for binding to the uridlne-rich se- 
quences often found in the polypyrimidine stretches 
near the 3' end of introns and downstream of the 
cleavage site for polyadenylation in pre-mRNAs. More- 
over, evidence that suggested a role for hnRNP proteins 
in pre-mRNA splicing has been described {Choi et al. 
1986; Sierakowska et al. 1986}. Experiments using an in 
vitro RNA-binding assay demonstrated that three 
hnRNP proteins, A1, C, and D {Pifiol Roma et al. 1988}, 
show Intrinsic binding specificities on authentic pre- 
mRNAs (Swanson and Dreyfuss 1988b}. These proteins 
bind specifically to the 3' end of introns within a region 
containing the conserved polypyrimidine stretch be- 
tween the branch site and the 3' splice site. The hnRNP 
C proteins also were found to cross-link by UV light 
preferentially to uridine-rich sequences downstream of 
the polyadenylation cleavage site on two different viral 
pre-mRNAs {Wilusz et al. 1988; Moore et al. 1988}; this 
binding was sensitive to mutations that interfered with 
aspects of the in vitro cleavage-polyadenylation reac- 
tion (Wilusz et al. 1988}. 

In sum, contrary to an earlier view that hnRNP pro- 
teins coat pre-mRNA in a non-sequence-specific manner 
{Pullman and Martin 1983; Thomas et al. 1983; Wilk et 
al. 1983; Conway et al. 1988J, these experiments demon- 
strate that several RNP-CS-containing hnRNP proteins 
do have RNA-binding specificities and can bind to sites 

on pre-mRNAs that are critical for the formation of ma- 
ture and functional mRNA. Since the A1, C, andD pro- 
teins are confined to the nucleus, and appear to have the 
highest affinity for pre-mRNA sequences that are re- 
moved during the formation of mRNA, it is possible that 
these pre-mRNA segments constitute nuclear retention 
sequences {Swanson and Dreyfuss 1988a, b; Wilusz et al. 
1988}. 

Developmental loci in Drosophila encode RNP-CS-type 
proteins 

Several genes that appear to have critical roles in estab- 
lishing certain developmental pathways in Drosophila 
and maize recently have been cloned molecularly and 
their sequences have predicted protein products that 
contain RNP-CS-type RNA-binding domains {Amrein et 
al. 1988; Bell et al. 1988; G6mez et al. 1988; Robinow et 
al. 1988~ Goralski et al. 19891. In maize, the plant hor- 
mone abscisic acid induces in the embryo an RNP-CS 
containing protein whose function is unknown (G6mez 
et al. 1988; Mortenson and Dreyfuss 1989). The Droso- 
phila genes, embryonic lethal abnormal visual system 
{elav), sex-lethal (Sxll, and transformer-2 (tra-2), are crit- 
ical in the early determination, as well as in the mainte- 
nance, of two terminally differentiated states, the 
neuron and the somatic sexual state. Although it has not 
been shown yet that these gene products are RNA- 
binding proteins in vivo, considerable genetic and mo- 
lecular data suggest that these loci exert their regulatory 
effects at the post-transcriptional level. Indeed, it ap- 
pears that the entire sex-determination pathway in Dro- 
sophila is regulated at the level of sex-specific splicing 
{Boggs et al. 1987; Baker and Wolfner 1988~ Nagoshi et 
al. 1988}. Sx/positively regulates the activity of the fem- 
inizing gene, transformer {tral; the protein product of 
the Sxl locus is necessary to produce a correctly spliced, 
functional tra mRNA in females {Cline 1979; McKeown 
et al. 1988; Nagoshi et al. 19881. Although Drosophila 
males and females express Sxl transcripts, only females 
encode a mRNA capable of producing a full-length, func- 
tional polypeptide; male transcripts, on the other hand, 
harbor an exon with an in4rame translation termination 
codon. Bell et al. (19881 propose that SxI transcripts are 
most likely subject to an autoregulatory, alternative 
splicing mechanism that maintains the appropriate sex- 
ually differentiated state, producing functional Sxl pro- 
tein and correctly spliced tra mRNA in females only. 

Role in alternative splicing 

Considering that RNP-CS-containing proteins such as 
Sxl, tra-2, elav, and the abscisic acid-induced maize pro- 
tein are most probably RNA-binding proteins, they 
could have any one of many possible functions in RNA 
metabolism. However, as the foregoing discussion sug- 
gests, particularly for Sx/and tra-2, a role in alternative 
splicing is likely and interesting models on how this 
might be accomplished by such proteins can be envi- 
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sioned. The occurrence of multiple, nonidentical RNA- 
binding domains in a single protein suggests that, like 
any macromolecule that has multiple ligand binding 
sites, RNP-CS-type RNA-binding proteins may be able 
to bind to multiple segments of RNA, with each domain 
possibly binding independently of the others. Together 
with the finding that RNP-CS-containing proteins can 
have RNA binding specificity, it appears that such pro- 
teins have the potential to bring into proximity seg- 
ments of RNA that are otherwise far apart on the same 
RNA molecule or even on different RNA molecules. In 
this context, the binding preference of some hnRNP pro- 
teins for sites on the pre-mRNA that are important for 

pre-mRNA processing--the 3' splice site and sequences 
downstream from the polyadenylation signal--is partic- 
ularly tantalizing. An extension of these findings is the 
possibility that such proteins may play a role in pre- 
mRNA splicing, and if their modular structure contains 
the appropriate combination of binding specificities, 
also in alternative splicing. RNP-CS-type proteins po- 
tentially may affect alternative splicing by negative reg- 
ulation as well. In this scheme, a protein with even a 
single RNA-binding domain could compete with other 
nuclear factors for a specific set of 3' splice sites, and it 
could contain an auxiliary domainls) that prevents, 
rather than promotes, splicing complex formation at 
that site. 

Post-transcriptional control mechanisms, including a 
myriad altemative splicing events, appear to operate in a 
growing number of cellular processes and pathways Ifor 
review, see Kozak 1988}. As the above discussion sug- 
gests, RNP-CS-type proteins are excellent candidates for 
a novel class of regulatory proteins affecting these mech- 
anisms. To date, the best characterized examples of al- 
ternative splicing pathways that have major develop- 
mental consequences are in Drosophila, among them 
Sxl and tra-2. It is tempting to speculate that the protein 
product of Sxl, an RNP-CS-type protein with multiple 
RNA-binding domains, effects sex-specific alternative 
splicing by binding to different sets of sequences on an 
individual pre-mRNA, consequently promoting or re- 
pressing the selection of splice sites. By being expressed 
appropriately and by using the potential for sequence 
preference within its multiple, independent RNA- 
binding domains, a regulator protein such as the Sx/ 
gene product could influence the production of novel 
mRNAs significantly. 

Similarity to transcription factors 

Finally, the emerging picture of the structure and func- 
tion of RNP-CS-type RNA-binding proteins bears an in- 
triguing similarity to some characteristics of transcrip- 
tion factors. The binding of RNP-CS-type proteins to 
RNA may not require recognition of a strict consensus 
binding site because they bind to the 3' end of introns 
and to sequences downstream of the polyadenylation 
signal that vary in nucleotide sequence. The binding of 
OBP100, the enhancer-octamer DNA-binding protein, to 
degenerate consensus binding sites is reminiscent of this 

RNA-binding proteins 

situation {Baumruker et al. 1988J. In addition, one con- 
sequence of the hypothetical role of RNP-CS-type pro- 
teins in altemative splicing is that differential sequence 
binding by such proteins on a RNA molecule could lead 
to a looping out of RNA between these binding sites. 
This would be similar to the ability of a well-character- 
ized specific DNA-binding protein, phage h repressor, to 
bind cooperatively at distal, nonadjacent sites upstream 
of operator DNA in the h genome, with the result that 
DNA in between is looped out. The inhibition of tran- 
scriptional activity that follows recently was shown to 
be a direct consequence of distal repressor-repressor in- 
teraction in vitro and in vivo {Hochschild and Ptashne 
1988}. Finally, the auxiliary domains of several of the 
RNP-CS-type RNA-binding proteins are similar in 
amino acid character to some activation domains of eu- 
karyotic transcription factors. For example, there are 
similarities in amino acid character between the highly 
acidic domains of the hnRNP C proteins and the tran- 
scription factor GCN 4 IHope and Struhl 1986}, the 
glutamine-rich amino-terminal domain of elav and SP1 
{Courey and Tjian 1988J, and the proline-rich domains of 
the PABP and CTF/NF1 IBohmann et al. 1987}. 

If the proteins of the Drosophila elav and SxI loci are 
shown, as expected, to be bona fide RNA-binding pro- 
teins, a new and experimentally tractable function of 
RNP-CS-type proteins will have been uncovered. It re- 
mains an exciting possibility that the repertoire of devel- 
opmental regulators now has to be expanded to include 
RNA-binding proteins. 
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